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HIGHLIGHTS 

 We received some awesome news this afternoon from the Chick-fil-A Foundation! We 

are proud to announce that GMC Prep’s Chick-fil-A Leader Academy has been awarded 

a $1,000 microgrant to help fund their spring “Impact Project” with the Baldwin County 

Early Learning Center. For the past two years, our CFA Leader Academy has worked 

with the students at the Baldwin County Early Learning Center by partnering with our 

local CFA to provide meals, donating Christmas gifts and clothing to the school’s clothes 

bank as part of a “Do Good December”, and hosting a Family Fun Day.  Our Chapter 

plans to use the microgrant to sponsor another Family Fun Day this Spring with activities 

to include bouncy houses, face painting, games, dancing, and good food.  

 The show has been cast and rehearsals are in full swing for our HS Spring Musical, All 

Shook Up!   This high-energy show features the music of Elvis Presley and promises to 

be such a fun show that we have expanded to 4 performances to accommodate all 

audiences.   Make sure to mark your calendar for April 27, 28, and 29 – evening shows at 

7pm and a Saturday matinee at 2pm.    More info on tickets will be available soon. 

 Congratulations to Stella Grover for taking 1st place in the School Geography Bee and to 

our Runner-Up, Ethan Chapman. Our school contest is done in conjunction with the 

National Geographic Bee, an annual competition organized by the National Geographic 

Society, Thank you to our Social Studies teachers for sponsoring this for our students and 

to Karen Grimes for her coordination efforts! 

 

 

NEWS FROM THE CLASSROOM 

 All of Amanda Mercer’s English classes have been engaged in critical reading and 

analysis. American Literature classes are studying Transcendentalism this week, applying 

their year-long study of rhetorical appeals. They have read and annotated excerpts from 

Ralph Waldo Emerson’s works, and they have taken segments to analyze Emerson’s 

language and purpose for his 19th century audience.  AP Language students are creating 

their own synthesis prompts on various topics in education and current events. The 

students began by reading and analyzing arguments in op-ed articles on topics of their 

choice, followed by collecting primary sources that sparked the opinion columns they 

read. They will compile these sources into a practice synthesis prompt like one they will 

see on the AP English Language exam.  
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 Jennifer Spencer’s 8th grade math classes have been working to improve their skills in 

“thinking and communicating like a mathematician.”  This week, they took on the task of 

“Journey to the Bus Stop” which required them to match a story to a table and to a graph 

as they learned the importance of showing multiple mathematical representations of “real 

world” data.  Their discoveries led to mathematical conversations among small groups 

which were followed by students creating their own stories and creating matching tables 

and graphs. 

 Shannon Davis’ 9th grade English students read The Tragedy of Romeo & Juliet each 

year as their first introduction to the plays of William Shakespeare. Students choose parts 

to read aloud in class as they go through the play together, but this week they also 

brought this classic play to life by acting out the fight scene in Act III. The purpose of 

this activity was to show the students how Mercutio was wounded and why Romeo felt 

responsible. Foam swords were employed (much to the delight of the principal actors!) to 

show how the fatal wound was delivered.  

 Linda McDonald’s 7th grade English classes have been learning all of the elements of 

poetry.  They have worked on analyzing poems and critically thinking about the 

meanings of each.  Students are preparing to create and present their own unique poems 

that are related to a real life event. 

 Amy Lee’s 10th grade English classes are preparing for their upcoming 1920s Living 

Museum.  This week, they viewed a “Gangster Gallery” museum display designed to 

learn about various aspects of the 1920s through the lens of gangsters. This museum 

display required them to think about the different aspects of the 1920s that led to the 

criminal activity such as immigration, prohibition, and technology.  

 

 

LOOKING AHEAD 

 

 GMC Prep is hosting the GHSA Area Traditional Wrestling Tournament tomorrow, 

Saturday, January 28.  Over 150 wrestlers from 12 schools (including our 6 Varsity 

wrestlers) will take to the mats beginning at 9am in Cordell.    Admission is $7.  This is 

the first time that GMC Prep has hosted a GHSA Area Wrestling Tournament; this 

tournament is the first step in qualifying for next month’s State Tournament.   


